
Energy use in manufacturing 2012

Energy consumption in manufacturing fell in 2012
According to Statistics Finland, the consumption of energy in manufacturing went down by around
five per cent in 2012. Energy use in manufacturing totalled 541 petajoule (PJ). The use of
purchased energy in manufacturing went down by four per cent from the previous year.

Use of energy in manufacturing

Includes total amounts of fuels used in manufacturing and total use of electricity and the amount of heat obtained from outside

According to the preliminary data of the Volume Index of Industrial Output, output in manufacturing went
down by good two per cent during 2012. This was also visible in the energy consumption in manufacturing.
The biggest energy consumer was still the forest industry, which expended 55 per cent of all energy used
in manufacturing. Energy use in the forest industry diminished by three per cent from 2011. The chemical
industry and themanufacture of basic metals are alsomajor energy users in Finland. In thesemain industries,
energy consumption also fell from the year before, in the chemical industry by around six per cent and in
the manufacture of basic metals by around eight per cent. The only industries where energy use grew
compared with the previous year were mining and quarrying and textile industry. According to preliminary
data, manufacturing accounted for around 46 per cent of final energy consumption, which has also gone
down from the year before.

In 2012, wood fuels were the used most energy sources in manufacturing. Their use was around one-third
of consumed energy. Wood fuels were used particularly in the forest industry. The amount of wood fuels
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used grew from the previous year. In turn, the use of oil, natural gas, coal and peat as an energy source
went down. The amount of oil used by manufacturing diminished by 14 per cent from the year before.

The total use of electricity in manufacturing was 40 terawatt hours (TWh) in 2012. Fifty-two per cent of
the electricity used in manufacturing was consumed in the forest industry. The chemical industry accounted
for 16 per cent and the manufacture of basic metals for 14 per cent of the total use of electricity. The total
use of electricity grew in the textile and clothing industry, in the manufacture of basic metals and in mining
and quarrying. The use of electricity decreased in all other main industriesy.

The use volume of heat obtained from outside went down from 2011. Almost one-half of obtained heat
was used in the forest industry. Other major users of heat obtained from outside were the chemical industry,
the manufacture of basic metals and the food industry. Heat produced by manufacturing for own use is
included in the fuels consumed in manufacturingy.
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Appendix tables

Appendix table 1. Energy use in manufacturing by energy source 2012

Confidence interval, ± %GWhTJSource of energy

0,07 40526 657Refinery gas

2,72 7319 831LPG (Liquefied petroleum gas)

0,01 3484 851Other petroleum products

11,91 9016 842Light fuel oil and Gasoil

1,44 50716 226Heavy fuel oils

0,01 6105 795Petroleum coke

0,0172618Recycled and waste oils

0,01 2084 349Hard coal, bituminous

...Other coal

0,05 96421 470Coke1)

0,05 10118 364Blast furnace gas and Coke oven gas

1,012 45144 823Natural gas

0,02 89210 411Milled peat

0,059213Sod peat and Peat pellets and briquettes

0,21 7816 412Forest chippings and other firewood

0,25 90021 239Bark

11,31 0243 688Sawdust, cutter shavings etc.

2,07082548Other industrial wood residue

0,037 713135 768Black liquor and other concentrated liquors

0,064231Wood pellets and briquettes

0,3249898Other biofuels

2,048174Biogas

0,08593 093Recovered fuels

0,0209754
Waste and other non-specified energy
sources

0,01 5145 449Exothermic heat from industry

0,081293Hydrogen

0,832 525117 091Electricity

3,24 00614 423District heat

0,814 39751 830Heat used in production prosesses

0,3150 270540 972Total

Includes industries (TOL 2008) B Mining and quarrying and C Manufacturing (including autoproducer plants). Does not
include the energy use of industry D Electricity, gas and steam supply.Includes the fuel consumption of industrial
establishments (including autoproducer establishments) as well as the external net purchases of electricity and heat.
Summing these together gives the total energy use in the industry.

Includes coke intake into blast furnace and other coke consumption in industry. Energy content of coke has been subtracted by
the energy content of the produced blast furnace gas.

1)
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Appendix table 2. Energy use in manufacturing by industry 2012

confidence
interval, ±
%

Total TJconfidence
interval, ±
%

Heat
(nett) TJ1)

confidence
interval, ±
%

Electricity
(nett) TJ1)

confidence
interval, ±
%

Fuels TJIndustries

........05 Mining of coal and lignite

........
06 Extraction of crude
petroleum and natural gas

0,74 1082,8830,93 3380,268707 Mining of metal ores

21,33 5661,32722,11 35439,11 940

08–09 Other mining and
quarrying and mining support
service activities

2,814 1315,04 5126,35 3078,44 313
10 Manufacture of food
products

8,22 2213,289225,96519,467811 Manufacture of beverages

........
12 Manufacture of tobacco
products

23,21 42817,523827,661854,457313 Manufacture of textiles

22,746244,211334,021759,3132
14 Manufacture of wearing
apparel

9,313538,13919,66218,534
15 Manufacture of leather
and related products

1,826 8512,510 5891,97 2774,88 984

16 Manufacture of wood and
of products of wood and
cork,  
except furniture; manufacture
of articles of straw and
plaiting materials

0,0273 1980,221 1580,143 8040,0208 236
17 Manufacture of paper and
paper products

10,61 358715,4020315,281830,82337
18 Printing and reproduction
of recorded media

0,054 3370,03 0150,14 4980,046 824
19 Manufacture of coke and
refined petroleum products

1,244 8872,611 9143,515 5790,317 394
20 Manufacture of chemicals
and chemical products

4,97316,334310,33176,071

21 Manufacture of basic
pharmaceutical products and
pharmaceutical preparations

8,44 85514,21 27515,22 67819,7902
22 Manufacture of rubber
and plastic products

1,513 73411,56715,02 8042,110 259

23 Manufacture of other
non-metallic mineral
products

0,175 3750,35 1330,416 9210,152 057
24 Manufacture of basic
metals

5,26 60918,71 5768,73 92014,21 112

25 Manufacture of fabricated
metal products, except
machinery and equipment

7,61 98613,766510,11 29747,425

26 Manufacture of computer,
electronic and optical
products

10,91 40215,843916,987222,391
27 Manufacture of electrical
equipment

3,64 3937,61 3797,82 2099,8806
28 Manufacture of machinery
and equipment n.e.c.

8,281916,529512,736531,3159

29 Manufacture of motor
vehicles, trailers and
semi-trailers
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confidence
interval, ±
%

Total TJconfidence
interval, ±
%

Heat
(nett) TJ1)

confidence
interval, ±
%

Electricity
(nett) TJ1)

confidence
interval, ±
%

Fuels TJIndustries

7,71 4446,858016,56628,6201
30 Manufacture of other
transport equipment

12,81 10342,525022,552221,333131 Manufacture of furniture

21,434931,95329,725326,04432 Other manufacturing

14,01 49015,456728,374724,7175
33 Repair and installation of
machinery and equipment

0,3540 9720,966 2530,8117 0910,3356 364Total

* Data in table cell are unreliable, as the variation coefficient exceeds the value 40.

. No data available (the sample contained no establishments)

Includes industries (TOL 2008) B Mining and quarrying and C Manufacturing (including autoproducer plants). Does not
include the energy use of industry D Electricity, gas and steam supply.Includes the fuel consumption of industrial
establishments (including autoproducer establishments) as well as the external net purchases of electricity and heat.
Summing these together gives the total energy use in the industry.

Net purchases1)
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Appendix table 3. Total electricity consumption in manufacturing 2012

confidence interval, ± %GWhIndustries

..05 Mining of coal and lignite

..06 Extraction of crude petroleum and natural gas

0,992707 Mining of metal ores

1,7450
08–09 Other mining and quarrying and Mining support service
activities

6,21 49810 Manufacture of food products

25,918111 Manufacture of beverages

..12 Manufacture of tobacco products

27,617213 Manufacture of textiles

34,06014 Manufacture of wearing apparel

19,61715 Manufacture of leather and related products

1,92 025
16 Manufacture of wood and of products of wood and cork, except
furniture; manufacture of articles of straw and plaiting materials

0,118 64117 Manufacture of paper and paper products

15,222718 Printing and reproduction of recorded media

0,11 24919 Manufacture of coke and refined petroleum products

3,44 48220 Manufacture of chemicals and chemical products

10,388
21 Manufacture of basic pharmaceutical products and
pharmaceutical preparations

15,274522 Manufacture of rubber and plastic products

5,077923 Manufacture of other non-metallic mineral products

0,45 46824 Manufacture of basic metals

8,71 089
25 Manufacture of fabricated metal products, except machinery
and equipment

10,136026 Manufacture of computer, electronic and optical products

16,924227 Manufacture of electrical equipment

7,563428 Manufacture of machinery and equipment n.e.c.

12,710229 Manufacture of motor vehicles, trailers and semi-trailers

16,518430 Manufacture of other transport equipment

22,514531 Manufacture of furniture

29,77032 Other manufacturing

28,320833 Repair and installation of machinery and equipment

2,040 044Total

* Data in table cell are unreliable, as the variation coefficient exceeds the value 40.

. No data available (the sample contained no establishments)

Includes industries (TOL 2008) B Mining and quarrying and C Manufacturing (including autoproducer plants). Does not
include the energy use of industry D Electricity, gas and steam supply.Includes the fuel consumption of industrial
establishments (including autoproducer establishments) as well as the external net purchases of electricity and heat.
Summing these together gives the total energy use in the industry.
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Appendix figures

Appendix figure 1. Use of energy in manufacturing

Appendix figure 2. Energy use in manufacturing by energy source
2012
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Appendix figure 3. Energy use in manufacturing by industry

Appendix figure 4. Energy use in manufacturing by region
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Appendix figure 5. Total electricity consumption in manufacturing
2012

Appendix figure 6. Total electricity consumption by manufacturing
branch
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Appendix figure 7. Total electricity consumption in manufacturing
by region
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